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Plain and Covariant Multivariate Fourier Transforms 
AMos NATHAN 
7, Tel-Hai Street, Jerusalem, Israel 
n-dimensional relations for Fourier transforms are derived from their one-  
dimensional versions. A unified approach is presented, to include operations 
such as sampling and repetition on a linear point lattice and theorems and 
relations uch as the sampling theorem, the Poisson sum rule, and the Nyquist 
orthogonality condition. These are subsequently transcribed into covariant 
form for application in skew linear coordinate systems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We derive, by a uniform method and as simply as possible, relations for plain 
n-dimensional Fourier transforms (Table I, Pair 1) from those that hold in one 
dimension, provide a covariant formulation (Table II, Pair 1") which allows 
the convenient representation of variables in skew coordinate systems, and 
collate a useful range of results. 
Our considerations are purely formal, leaving aside conditions of existence 
and validity. The derivations are more direct and concise than those of 
prior work. 
The variables of the plain theory are vectors in n-dimensional Euclidean 
space 6~ but have no tensorial character under transformations. The covariant 
Fourier transforms are simply related to the plain ones but are not identical 
with them except in orthogonal coordinate systems. The covariant formula- 
tion represents the variables as components of Cartesian vectors in C~. 
They transform covariantly under linear but not under more general trans- 
formations, so that nothing is gained by the simultaneous nonlinear transforma- 
tion of one variable of a product by covariance and the other by contravariance. 
We therefore confine ourselves to real linear transformations in ~ with constant, 
but not necessarily orthogonal, base vectors. 
General references that include a discussion of multivariate Fourier trans- 
forms are Bochner (1948) and Sneddon (1972). The sampling theorem is due to 
Miyakawa (1959) and made accessible in English by Peterson and Middleton 
(1962). Any work on Cartesian or on general tensors, such as Sokolnikoff (1951) 
or Spain (1953), provides the relevant background in this direction. 
An application to cardinal interpolation will be given elsewhere (Nathan, 
1979). 
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TABLE I 
Plain Fourier Transforms 
Signal f(x) Spectrum F(E ) Remarks 
Pair 1 fF(E) e '2~<x,~> dE f f(x) e -~<x,~> dx x = (x~)~; E = (se~)~ 
dx = I'i dx~; dE = II d~ 
(x, E) = x% 
Pair 2 3(x) 1 - -  
Pair 3 exp( -- ~x 2) exp( -- nE ~) - -  
Pair 4 exp( -- zrgijx~x j) (l/gll~) exp( - -  rrglJ~i~J) See section 4 
Rule 1 af(x) + bg(x) aF(E) + bG(g) a, b constant 
Rule 2 F(x) f(- -E) - -  
Rule 3 f ( - -  x) F( - -  E) - -  
Rule 4 f*(x) F*(--I~) - -  
Rule 5 8~ f(x) 2w/~F(E) - -  
Rule 6 -- 2~rixkf(x) O~F(E) - -  
Rule 7 f (x  -- a) F(E) exp(-2~ri(a, E)) a constant 
Rule 8 f(x) exp(21ri(ct, x)) F(~ -- ~) ~t constant 
Rule 9 f(x) * g(x) F(E) G(E) - -  
Rule 10 f(x) g(x) F(E) * G(E) - -  
Rule 11 f(Ax) (lit A ]+)F(BE) AB" = 1 
Rule 12 f(Ax) F(AE) AA '  = 2[ 
Rule 13 repa ~(x) (I/] A [+) reps 3(E) ) 
Rule 14 repA f(x) (1/[ A ]+) combsF(E) fAB '  = I 
Rule 15 comba f(x) (1/I A I+) repsF(E) 
TABLE II 
Covariant Fourier Transforms 
Signal ep(x) Spectrum ~(~) Remarks 
Pair 1 * .f ~(E) e2~/-x~ dv~ f ~o(x) e-2~'~'_  dv~ 
Rule 13" rep~_e d ~(x._) (1/] e, [+) rePro q ~(E_) 1 
Rule 14" rePt_e,af(x) (1/I e, I+) combt_~q ~(g) l c, " cj =" ~ 
Rule 15" combt_e0 f(x) (1/J ci [+) rePte q ~(E) 
Vector x = (xi)'~ = (x i) is an ordered set of real numbers and x = xia_i is 
a Cartesian vector in Cn • All  summations go f rom 1 to n unless noted otherwise. 
The  summation convention is adopted, whereby summat ion is understood over 
all repeated indices, e.g., with a = (ai); b = (bi), (a ,  b )  ~ atbi = ~ aibi .  
Integrations extend from - -oo  to ~ for all variables. The  plain Four ier  trans- 
forms of lowercase functions f ,  g, etc., are denoted by capitalsF, G, etc. Covariant 
functions and Four ier  transforms are denoted by Greek letters: q~ +-+ ~;  ~b +-+ 7 t. 
The  delta function is by definition 3(x) ~ I-I~ 3(x0; 3x) is defined later. 
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A' is the transpose of matrix A, A* its complex conjugate, (A)i~ = Ai~, and 
I A [ its determinant, [A [+ the absolute value of the determinant. [A] is the 
point lattice miai ; mi ~ J (J is the class of integers); formed by columns ai 
of A. [a_i] is the point lattice mia_i ; mi~ J; and [ _ai 1+ is the volume of the 
parallelepiped formed by the a i . 
Woodward (1953) provides a concise discussion of the relevant one-dimen- 
sional results. We generalize his convenient notation 
rep~f(x) = ~ f (x - -na) ,  
n~-~ 
as follows: 
combo.f (x) = i f (na)  8(x -- na) 
n=- -oo  
repAf(x) = ~ f (x  --  An) = ~f (x  -- niai)" ~ 
ned n i 
n~ e J; 
combAf(x) = ~ f (An)  3(x -- An) = ~f(n ia  ) 8(x -- niai); n i E J; 
n~J  n i 
(1) 
where An = (Aijn~) and a i is column i of A; and for covariant functions, 
reply_3 ~(x) = Z cp(x_ -- a_) = Z ~v(x -- nia_i); ni~ J; 
a a 
(2) 
comb[_~,] q~(_x) = Z ~o(a_) 8(x -- a_) = ~ q~(nia_i) 3(_x -- niai); ni e ]. 
2. PLAIN TRANSFORMS 
Table I lists ordinary, or "plain," Fourier transform pairs and rules. We 
assume their validity in one dimension. Pair 1 defines the Fourier transform, or 
"spectrum," F(g), of the direct function, or "signal," f(x).  x, dx, <x, g), 
etc., are defined in the Remarks column of the table. Pairs 2 and 3 and Rules 
1-6 are immediate and require no comment. 
Rules 7-10 follow from n-fold application of their one-dimensional versions. 
The convolution products in Rules 9 and 10 are defined by 
f f (y )  g(x -- y) dy = f f (x  -- y) g(y) dy. f (x )  g(x) 
Let 
y = Ax; n = B~, (3) 
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where A, B are nonsingular real constant matrices of order n. We postulate the 
invariance of (x, E) under transformations (3), 
(Y, n) = (Ax,  BE) = (x,A'BE)  = (x,. E), 
for all x, ~, which holds if and only if A'B  = I or, equivalently, 
AB'  = I .  (4) 
Then 
where 
f (Ax)  = f F(~) e 2"~<A*'~> dE = f FOq) e 2~'i<''n> dYl 
= f F(BE) ee'i<*'~>J+ dE, 
J+ ~ I an /~ I+ : I B l+ : I i l+ 1 : I ~x/~y I+, 
which proves Rule 11. When changing variables from B to E the Jacobian ] 
becomes J+ ~ ] J ], in consequence of our convention on the limits of integra- 
tion. Rule 11 reduces to Rule 12 for orthonormal A. 
To prove Rule 13 we proceed from the transform pair 
y, ~(x -  n )~ F, ~(E -  n), 
nE J  n n~J  n 
which is an immediate consequence of its validity in one dimension. Applying 
Rule 11 with A replaced by B' and B by A', which leaves condition (4) un- 
changed, 
1 
Z 3(B 'x - -n )  = Z $[B'(x -- An)] +-+ ~ Z 3(A 'E- -n)  
n~d n n~d n [ [+ n~d n 
Use  o f  
then yields 
1 
I B l+ ~ ~[A'(E--Bn)]. 
ne J  n 
a(B'x) = ~(x)/I B J+ ; ~(A'E) = ~(E)/[ A [+ 
3(x 1 -An)~l~V7 ' ~ a (E - -Bn) ,  
n~yn I [+ n~jn  
which is Rule 13. 
Rules 14 and 15 follow at once by convolution and multiplication with f(x)  
of the signal in Rule 13, multiplication and convolution with F(E) of its spectrum, 
and use of Rules 9 and 10, respectively. 
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3. THEOREMS AND RELATIONS 
The Parseval Relation 
f f (x)  g*(x) dx = f F(~) a*(g) dE 
follows from n-fold application of its one-dimensional case. 
The Poisson Summation Formula 
1 
Z f (An)  -- Z F(Bn), AB' = I, 
.~s. [A  l+ .~s" 
which can also be written 
1 
Z f (x ) -  ~ F(~), AB '=I .  
Proof. The left-hand side is the value of the signal in Rule 14 at x ---= 0 and 
the right-hand side is the same signal value but now derived from tile corre- 
sponding spectrum by tile converse of Pair 2 (1 +-+ 3(g)) and Rule 8, followed, 
again, by setting x = 0. 
The Sampling Theorem. Let f(x) be wavenumber limited such that its 
spectrum has bounded support S. Defining 
W(g)=IA I+,  g~S,  
= 0, g ~ (repB S) -- S, (4) 
= arbitrary otherwise, 
let B = (A-l) ' be such that there is no overlap of any two shifted S in repB S. 
Then 
F(~) = [repB F(g)] W(g)/] A l+ 
and, from Rules 13 and 9, 
f (x)  --  [combAf(x)] * w(x) = ~ f (y)  w(x -- y), A = B '-1 
n¢[A] 
which is the theorem. 
Pointwise Orthogonality means that f(x) = 0 for x ~ [A] except possibly 
x = 0; i.e., 
combA f(x)  = f(O) 3(x), 
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so that by Rule 13 
repsF(~) = I A [+f(0), 
which is the generalized Nyquist condition. 
The Vector Picture of Signals is usually called the vector representation, a 
term which we reserve for the demands of the next section. 
Let the speetraF(E), G(E) off(x) ,  g(x), respectively, have bounded support S, 
so that, with W(E) from (4), 
I A [+F(E) = F(E) W(E); [ A [+ G(E) = G(g) W(E). 
Then by the Sampling Theorem, for a lattice [B] that prevents overlapping of 
shifted W(E), 
ff*(x)g(x) dx - -  Y f * (x )g(y )  f w*(x - y) w(x - z) dx, 
y,z~[A] 
which is a useful relation if the integral on the right vanishes for y = z; that is, 
by the rules, if and only if 
f e 2~i(x'~> dE -~ 0; [A], X @ 
S 
for which it is necessary and sufficient hat 
s e2"i(aj'~> dE = 0; j c (1, n); (a~)i = Ai j ,  
as can be shown by setting E = ~:ia~; (a~)i ~ Bit. Then 
ff*(x)g(x)dx = c E f*(x)g(x); c ~ IA [~+ Id~..~, 
x~[A] 
For f = g, in particular, 
f ]f(x)iUdx = C ~ If(x)[ ~ = c I [ f l : ,  
x~[A] 
where f is the infinite-dimensional vector whose components are f (x) ;  x E [A] ; 
(i.e., f (x)  =f (An) ;  n E J~). 
4. COVARIANT TRANSFORMS 
To represent x, g, etc., in a consistent manner as components of Cartesian 
vectors in d°~, it is essential to redefine the Fourier relations covariantly in 
order not to be encumbered with inconvenient numerical factors. 
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Table II,  Pair 1 *, defines the covariant transform and gives its inverse, x and g 
are vectors, dv~ and dye are the corresponding volume elements, inte~ations 
are over all space, and therefore 9(_x), q~(~_) are scalar functions. With base (aj) 
orthonormal we recover the plain from the covariant relations. 
Taking a fixed base (a_i)~ and its reciprocal (a*)~ so that ai • a J = 3iJ, we 
define the representations of x, ~ through 
X = x ia i ;  ~ = ~i al. 
Then 
X " g = x i~ i  = <X, ~} 
g i j  = a l  " a j  , gij =_ a ~ . a j ; g~gjk  = ~;  
x~ --= g~jxi; ~i = gij~j ; a ~ = g~aj ; "" ; 
g~lg i J l= la i 'a j [  = ia i I~=l / [a  ~1~, 
where ] • I denotes determinant and ] a i 1+ is the scalar (more precisely, pseudo- 
scalar) volume of the parallelepiped formed by the a i .  Thus 
dr .  = g,~ dx; dv~ = (1/gl/~) dE. (5) 
By definition, 
Then 
9(x) = 9(xiai) --= f (x) .  (6) 
qb(g) = gl/2F(~). (7) 
We define the covariant delta function ~(_x) such that 
f ~(x) d% = f S(~) dve = 1, 
and therefore 
~(X) = (I/g 1/2) a(X); a(~) =g l /2  a(~), (8) 
Although the deltas in 8(x) and 8(x) are entirely different entities, the retention 
of identical symbols is not ambiguous. 
It follows at once that Pairs 1-3 and Rules 1-10 of Table I are converted 
into the corresponding covariant relations upon replacement of vectors x, g by 
Cartesian vectors _x, _g, and functions f ,  g, F, G by % ¢, q), W, respectively, 
because the plain and the covariant relations coincide for orthonormal (ai). 
643/39/I-6 
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For example, x2---~ x 2 (but, of course, x2@ x 2, i.e., (xi)2 ~ gi~xix j, unless 
go" = 3~', that is, unless (a~) is orthonormal). ~ ,  Oe, are replaced by grad. 
Pair 4 will now be recognized as the plain version of the covariant generaliza- 
tion of Pair 3; for, 
f (x )  = 9(x) = e -'~x2 = e-~g'~*%J+-+ F(~) = ( l /g ~/2) qb(g) = (1/gl/2) e-~_ ~ 
ij = (1/gl/2) e-,~g e,e~. 
To derive the covariant versions of Rules 11 and 12 we proceed as follows. 
Let A and B be conjugate second-rank Cartesian tensors such that 
Ai~B k~ = AkiBj k = 3i~-; IA / ]+ = (l/g) [Ai j  [+ ~ I A I+. 
Let 
(Ax) i ~ A/M;  (B~)i =-- BiJ~j. 
By Rule 11 
f (A /x J )  ~ (1/l A~ i ]+) q)(BiJ~j), 
so that, from (7), ~0(Ax)~ (1/I A I+)qS(B_~) and, in this interpretation, the 
usual rules of conversion from plain to covariant relations apply. 
Alternatively, Rule 11 can be interpreted as involving a change of base, for, 
letting 
ci = A ja ;  ; c ~ = B/aJ ;  
then 
9(Ax)  = 9(xic_i); ~(B_g) = ~(~:i_c,); 
where the covariant Fourier transformation is, as usual, from a function of 
x to a function of g. 
In an orthonormal coordinate system (a_i), Rules 13"-15" follow at once 
from their plain counterparts, with 
Ai~ - -  (~_~)~ ; B~j - -  ( sO i .  
But since, by definition, I ci l+ is the invariant volume formed by the c i ,  these 
rules are covariant, and it follows that they hold in general. We note that if 
ci = Aijaj and gcii --= ci • cj then [ Ci [+ = gl /2 = gl/2 ] Ai j 1+" 
The covariant version of the theorems and relations is readily obtained by 
straightforward transcription. In particular, a~, a i replace A, B, respectively, 
in [./1], I A I+, and [B], and repA, repB, combA, combB become rep[,~l, 
rePla q , comb~, 1 , comb[aq, respectively. 
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The pictorial representation of vector components i conventional. Thus, in 
x = x ia i ,  x i is the length (i) of the ith edge of the parallelepiped with x as 
diagon~ and edges parallel to the _ai, divided by II ai li, and also (ii) of-the 
orthogonal projection of x_ onto a t, multiplied by II at II. The covariant and 
contravariant pictures of x i are (i) and (ii), respectively. 
Usually both x ~ and ~ are pictured eontravariantly, with the attendant 
complication of requiring both (a_i) and (at). If x i is pictured contravariantly 
and ~:i covariantly, or vice versa, only one coordinate system is required and 
the reciprocal system can be dispensed with (cf. Nathan, 1979). 
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